Mathematics
Mathematics
White Rose
Place value: add and subtract 10s;
add a 2-digit number to 1digit
number; add two 2-digit numbers;
subtract 1-digit number from 2-digit
number; subtract a 2-digit number
from a 2-digit number; bonds to
100.
Money: recognising coins, count
money (pence, pounds, notes and
coins), compare money, find the
total, find the difference, find
change, problem solving.

PSHE
Managing Feeling
The children will learn
more about identifying
and expressing feelings
and re-visit how to
manage strong feelings.

Science

Guided Reading

How versatile are our
materials?

Skill Focus: Inference &
Retrieval
How to Train your
Dragon by Cressida

In this unit, the children will compare and
group together everyday materials based
on their properties. Our lessons include:
 Insulating ice cubes to free the
trapped Lego men!
 Separating mixtures
 And investigating irreversible
changes

Geography
Our Changing World
Children to use our local
environment as a case study to
explore changing coastlines,
boundaries, landscapes and
erosion.

Cowell

In Flanders Field by
John McCrae

Oysters SRP
Morris

Term 2

What does it mean to be a
Hindu in Britain today?
Children to explore what being a
Hindu means and looks like in the
modern, everyday world.

Sparkling Start
How will we free the trapped Lego men from
the ice? The children will use their
understanding of thermal insulation to free
the Lego men and safely return them to their
boxes!
Marvellous Middle
We are off to explore the coastline! In line
with our Geography unit, Morris are off to
the beach to explore coastlines and erosion.
Fabulous Finish
All things Christmas, from parties to artwork,
cards and hoop decorations for our hall – it is
time to get festive!



How to Train your Dragon – diary writing
unit from the point of view of Hiccup the Horrendous,
based on the lead up to Thors’day Thursday.

 Remembrance Poetry – based on the poem in
Flanders Field.



Man on the Moon – newspaper article based on
The Man on the Moon John Lewis Christmas advert.

History
Religious Education

English

Marvellous Mayans
Coming in Term 3…

ICT
Digital Literacy
Children to explore the
different ways to communicate
using ICT in our everyday lives.

D&T

Art

Lighthouses
coming in Term 3!

How do artists use
different techniques?

Exciting DT project
designing and creating
working lighthouse
models!

Explore and compare
artwork of Klee, Mondrian,
Pollock.

P.E.
Netball
I can often catch and pass the
ball while under pressure.
I can show tactical awareness
and apply it in a game situation.
I can identify strengths and
weaknesses of my own and
others’ performances and
understand the importance of
good sportsmanship.
I can understand and explain
the importance of a warm up
and suggest appropriate warm
up ideas.

This term we are
reading…

MFL
Quelle heure et il?
French Time!

